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Abstract
EVA (Economic Value Added or economic profit) has a long history of intermittent use in corporate
performance measurement. It was widely used as a funding formula for corporate incentive plans in the
first half of the 20th century, it enjoyed considerable popularity in the 1990s under the leadership of the
consulting firm Stern Stewart & Co and it has recently been embraced by the proxy advisor ISS. In all of
these periods of popularity, the focus has been on current EVA (or ∆EVA) as a comprehensive measure
of performance, ignoring the critical insight of the EVA math that investors’ dollar excess return has two
components in addition to the capitalized future value of ∆EVA: the capitalized future value of expected
∆EVA and, most importantly, the unexpected change in future growth value (FGV). FGV is the
capitalized present value of expected future ∆EVA.
In a simple world with constant ROIC and capital growth rates, current ∆EVA is a perfect proxy for ∆FGV
because both are determined by the current EVA spread and dollar capital growth. In the real world,
where ROIC and capital growth rates are volatile and capital has delayed productivity, current ∆EVA is a
very poor proxy for ∆FGV. In and out of turnaround situations, ∆EVA and ∆FGV move in opposite
directions. For growing companies, better estimates of ∆FGV come from using expected, not actual,
capital growth and measures of profitability, such as [EBITDA + R&D] ROIC, that are calculated before
delayed productivity expenses such as capital charge, depreciation and R&D. In this paper, I show that
operating performance measurement can be greatly improved by using regression models to estimate
the ∆FGV associated with changes in expected profit from capital growth as well as the FGV fade
associated with ∆EVA- and ∆EVA+. I show that operating excess return, using a model of ∆FGV, explains
65% of the variance in market excess returns for the median industry vs. only 38% for ∆EVA. The critical
take-away for performance measurement is that we can’t accurately assess current EVA performance
without estimating the change in future growth value.
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The proxy advisor Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS) has recently adopted EVA (Economic Value
Added or economic profit) as an operating performance measure. ISS “believes that Economic Value
Added (EVA) concepts may offer a valuable tool to supplement TSR and help investors better assess pay
and performance alignment.”1 EVA “reflects actual results”, not investor expectations, and “provides a
single measure of performance, insulated from market volatility, which captures all the key components
of value creation”.2 ISS will be reporting two ratio measures of EVA level, EVA Margin and EVA Spread,
and two ratio measures of ∆EVA, EVA Momentum vs Sales and EVA Momentum vs Capital, to help
investors assess management performance.
EVA has a long history of intermittent use in corporate performance measurement. It was widely used
as a funding formula for corporate incentive plans in the first half of the 20 th century, it enjoyed
considerable popularity in the 1990s under the leadership of the consulting firm Stern Stewart & Co and
it has now been embraced by the proxy advisor ISS.3 In all of these periods of popularity, the focus has
been on EVA (or ∆EVA) as a comprehensive measure of performance, ignoring the critical insight of the
EVA math that investors’ dollar excess return has two components in addition to the capitalized future
value of ∆EVA: the capitalized future value of expected ∆EVA and, most importantly, the unexpected
change in future growth value (FGV). FGV is the capitalized present value of expected future ∆EVA. 4
The “EVA math” tells us that EVA ties directly to discounted cash flow (DCF) value: market enterprise
value is the sum of book capital, the perpetuity value of current EVA and future growth value (FGV). The
EVA math also tells us that investors’ dollar excess return has three components: the capitalized future
value of ∆EVA, capitalized future value of expected ∆EVA and the unexpected change in FGV. 5 ISS has
decided to ignore the second and third components of the excess return – it will provide calculations of
historical ∆EVA but no estimates of expected ∆EVA or change in FGV. This is a major missed
opportunity. In a simple world with constant ROIC and capital growth rates, current ∆EVA is a perfect
proxy for ∆FGV because both are determined by the current EVA spread and dollar capital growth. In
the real world, where ROIC and capital growth rates are volatile and capital has delayed productivity,
current ∆EVA is a very poor proxy for ∆FGV. In and out of turnaround situations, ∆EVA and ∆FGV move
in opposite directions. For growing companies, better estimates of ∆FGV come from using expected,
not actual, capital growth and measures of profitability, such as [EBITDA + R&D] ROIC, that are
calculated before delayed productivity expenses such as capital charge, depreciation and R&D.
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ISS, “Using EVA in Pay-for-Performance Analysis”, March 18, 2019, p. 3.
ISS, “Using EVA in Pay-for-Performance Analysis”, March 18, 2019, p. 3 and Ibrahim, Ramy and Kosmas
Papadopoulos, “Insights into Value Creation: Using EVA to Measure Performance”, ISS Analytics, February 22,
2019, p. 6.
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See Sloan, Alfred P., Jr. (1963), My Years with General Motors, Doubleday: New York, NY showing EVA use at GM
starting in 1918. See Chandler, Alfred D., Jr. and Stephen Salsbury (1971), Pierre S. DuPont and The Making of The
Modern Corporation, Harper & Row: New York, NY showing EVA use at DuPont starting in 1903. Baker, John C.
(1936), “Incentive Compensation Plans for Executives”, Harvard Business Review 15 (Autumn) 44-61, documents
widespread use of EVA funding formulas.
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The EVA bonus plan I developed at Stern Stewart in the 1990s did take account of expected ∆EVA, but did not
attempt to adjust bonus awards for estimated changes in FGV. See Young, S. David and Stephen F. O’Byrne (2001),
EVA and Value-Based Management, McGraw-Hill: New York, NY.
5
As I explain in detail below, the dollar excess return = capitalized future value of ∆EVA – capitalized future value
of expected ∆EVA + (∆FGV – expected ∆FGV) where expected ∆FGV is the ∆FGV assumption used to calibrate
expected ∆EVA.
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When we use all three components of the excess return – ∆EVA, expected ∆EVA and estimated ∆FGV –
we get an operating excess return measure that provides far more insight than ∆EVA alone. In this
paper, I’ll show that operating excess return explains 65% of the variance in market excess returns vs
38% for ∆EVA alone. I’ll also use Salesforce.com as a telling example of the information lost in the ISS
approach: the one component of the excess return used by ISS, capitalized ∆EVA, accounts for 7% of
Salesforce’s ten year operating excess return, while the two omitted components, expected ∆EVA and
∆FGV estimated from changes in profitability and capital growth, account for 93%. The critical takeaway for performance measurement is that we can’t accurately assess current EVA performance
without estimating the change in future growth value.
EVA AND THE EVA MATH
EVA, or “economic profit” as it’s often called, is an operating performance measure that includes a
charge for equity capital, unlike conventional accounting profit. It’s defined as NOPAT – WACC x capital
where NOPAT is Net Operating Profit After Tax, WACC is the weighted average cost of debt and equity
capital and capital is book capital. EVA has been used in corporate performance measurement since the
beginning of the 20th century. EVA, unlike accounting profit, has a direct link to discounted cash flow
value, the most fundamental concept in corporate finance.
The EVA math tells us three things. First, it tells us that market enterprise value can be expressed as the
sum of three components: book capital, the perpetuity value of current EVA and the capitalized present
value of future annual EVA improvements. The first two components of market enterprise value are
known as “current operations value”, while the third component is called “future growth value” or
“FGV”. Second, the EVA math quantifies expected operating performance. It tells us that investors will
earn a cost of capital return on market value if and only if ∆FGV and ∆EVA provide a cost of capital
return on beginning future growth value. Since ∆FGV contributes to the return on FGV, calibration of
expected EVA improvement (or “EI”) is always based on a model of (or assumption about) expected
∆FGV, often the simplifying assumption that expected ∆FGV is zero. Third, the EVA math splits the
dollar excess return into three pieces: the capitalized future value of ∆EVA, the capitalized future value
of expected ∆EVA and the unexpected change in FGV.6 The unexpected change in FGV is the difference
between actual ∆FGV and the expected ∆FGV used in the EI calibration.
THE EVA MATH FORMULAS
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The capitalized value of expected ∆EVA has a negative sign in the excess return formula.
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Market value

capital + PV of future EVA
capital + EVA/WACC + PV of future ∆EVA (= EVAn - EVA0)
capital + EVA/WACC + capitalized PV of future annual ∆EVA
capital + EVA/WACC + "future growth value" (or "FGV")

Expected performance

∆EVA needed for a cost of capital return on market value ("EI")
EI = (WACC x FGV0 - expected ∆FGV) / [(1 + WACC) / WACC]
expected ∆FGV is the assumption used to calculate EI (e.g., ∆FGV = 0)

Excess return

ending investor wealth - beginning investor wealth x (1 + WACC)^n
capitalized FV of ∆EVA - capitalized FV of EI + (∆FGV - expected ∆FGV)
capitalized FV of ∆EVA - capitalized FV of EI + unexpected ∆FGV
example: capitalized FV of ∆EVA1 = [(1 + WACC)/WACC] x ∆EVA1 x (1 + WACC)^(n -1)

A performance assessment based solely on historical EVA and ∆EVA leads to incorrect assessments of
company and management performance because it implies that higher EVA improvement is better
performance even when it is only realizing higher expectations of EVA improvement or making up for
declining expectations of future EVA improvement. We can see this clearly if we contrast a profitable
growth company with a turnaround company.
Let’s first illustrate the three components of the EVA math using a profitable growth company. We’ll
assume that our company has $10,000 in beginning capital, earns an ROIC of 15%, has a WACC of 10%
and grows 3% a year forever. In year 1, EVA will be $500 [= (15% - 10%) x $10,000] and ending capital
will be $10,300. In year 2, EVA will be $515 [= (15% - 10%) x $10,300] and ending capital will be $10,609.
In year 3, EVA will be $530.45 [= (15% - 10%) x $10,609)] and ending capital will be $10,927.27. ∆EVA is
$15 in year 2 and 3% higher, $15.45, in year 3.
THE EVA MATH CALCULATIONS FOR A PROFITABLE GROWTH COMPANY
Future growth value at the end of year 1 is the present value of all future EVA above $500. It’s
also equal to the capitalized present value of the expected annual ∆EVA, which is easier to
calculate. Expected annual ∆EVA at the end of year 1 is $15 [= $515 year 2 EVA - $500 year 1
EVA], growing at 3% a year, which gives it a present value of $214.29, and a capitalized present
value of $2,357.14 [= ((1 + 10%)/10%) x $15 /(10% - 3%)]. This makes market enterprise value
equal to $17,657, the sum of book capital, $10,300, the perpetuity value of current EVA, $5,000
[= $500/10%] and future growth value of $2,357. Similar calculations at the end of year 2 give
market enterprise value of $18,187, the sum of book capital, $10,609, the perpetuity value of
current EVA, $5,150 [= $515/10%] and future growth value of $2,428.
The second component of the EVA math tells us that investors need ∆EVA to earn a cost of
capital return on market value whenever there is FGV. It’s easy to see this directly by comparing
NOPAT to market value. At the end of year 1, projected NOPAT is $1,545 [= 15% x $10,300] but
that only provides an 8.75% return on market value of $17,657, 1.25% less than investors’ cost
of capital of 10%. The missing return comes from ∆EVA and the second component of the EVA
math tells us that the amount of ∆EVA needed is equal to (WACC x FGV – expected ∆FGV)/[(1 +
WACC)/WACC]. Given year 1 FGV of $2,357, and expected ∆FGV of $70.71 [= $2,427.86 4

$2,357.14], this tells us that expected ∆EVA, or “EI” for Expected Improvement, is $15.00 [=
[10% x $2,357.14 - $70.71]/[(1 + 10%)/10%]]. This is just the difference between year 2 EVA of
$515 and year 1 EVA of $500.
The third component of the EVA math gives us a three part breakdown of the dollar excess
return. The dollar excess return is the difference between actual and expected investor wealth.
At the end of year 2, actual investor wealth is $19,423, the sum of ending market value,
$18,187, and free cash flow, $1,236 (which, in turn, is equal to year 2 NOPAT of $1,545 minus
the change in capital of $309). Expected investor wealth at the end of year 2 is also $19,423 [=
(1 + 10%) x $17,657.14], so the excess return is zero. This zero excess return is equal to the
capitalized future value of ∆EVA, $165 [= $15 x (1 + 10%)/10%], minus the capitalized future
value of EI ($165) since the unexpected ∆FGV is zero.
Now suppose that ROIC increases to 18% in year 2 and thereafter. This raises EVA from $515 to
$824, ∆EVA from $15 to $324, FCF from $1,236 to $1,545 and FGV from $2,357 to $3,885.
Market value is now $22,734 and ending investor wealth is $24,279, or $4,856 more than
expected investor wealth. The $4,856 excess return is equal to [capitalized ∆EVA – capitalized EI
+ unexpected ∆FGV] = [capitalized ∆EVA – capitalized EI + ∆FGV – expected ∆FGV] or $4,856 [=
$3,564 - $165 + $1,527.43 - $70.71]. Unexpected ∆FGV is 4.71 times the excess ∆EVA [$1,527.43
- $70.71 = 4.71 x ($324 - $15)] and the excess return is 15.71 times the excess ∆EVA [$4,856 =
15.71 x ($324 - $15)]. The excess ∆FGV multiple is ((1 + WACC)/WACC) x g/(WACC – g) and the
excess return multiple is (1 + WACC)/WACC x (1 + (g/(WACC-g))). This shows that, in simple
cases where EVA spread, the capital growth rate and WACC are constant, we can express ∆FGV
and the excess return as formula multiples of current excess ∆EVA. In these cases, performance
measurement can be reduced to current ∆EVA and expected ∆EVA. This example also shows
that the value of ∆EVA is not the “actual result” but its capitalized value, which is an “investor
expectation”.
HIGHER ∆EVA DOESN’T IMPLY HIGHER INVESTOR RETURN
Ignoring the second and third components of the excess return will lead ISS to incorrect assessments of
company and management performance. For example, it will lead ISS to exaggerate the value creation
of turnaround companies. We can see this by comparing our profitable growth company with a
turnaround company. We’ll assume that our turnaround company also has $10,000 in beginning capital
and a 10% WACC, but ROIC of only 1%. Investors expect that the company will be able to increase its
ROIC from 1% in year 1 to 10% in year 10 and thereafter. Assuming no re-investment, NOPAT and free
cash flow will increase from $100 in year 1 to $1,000 in year 10 and thereafter. This gives the company
a market value of $7,335 at the end of year 1.7 EVA in year 1 is -$900, making current operations value
$1,000 (= capital of $10,000 + capitalized EVA of (-$900/10%)) and FGV $6,335. Market value at the end
of year 10 and thereafter is $10,000, with capital of $10,000, NOPAT of $1,000, EVA of $0 and FGV of $0.
We can see the ten year evolution of capitalized EVA and FGV for our two companies in Figures 1 and 2.
Figure 1, for our profitable growth company, shows a perfect positive correlation of capitalized EVA and
FGV where each additional $1 of capitalized EVA is associated with $0.47 of additional FGV. Figure 2, for
7

This is the present value of future free cash flow, i.e., $100 in year 1, $200 in year 2, … , $1,000 in year 10 and
thereafter.
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our turnaround company, shows an almost perfect negative correlation of capitalized EVA and FGV
where each additional $1 of capitalized EVA is associated with a loss of $0.70 of FGV.
Figure 1

Figure 2

In both scenarios, investors are earning a 10% return on market value every year, but the profitable
growth company in Figure 1 has much lower ∆EVA than the turnaround company in Figure 2. The
profitable growth company’s EVA increases from $500 in year 1 to $652 in year 10, a total increase of
$152 in nine years. The turnaround company’s EVA increases from -$900 in year 1 to $0 in year 10, a
total increase of $900 in nine years. The profitable growth company has ∆EVA equal to 0.15% of capital
each year, while the turnaround company has ∆EVA equal to 1.0% of capital each year. Two of four ISS
measures of historical improvement – EVA Momentum (Capital) and EVA Momentum (Sales) 8 – will say
that the turnaround company is doing a much better job than the growth company.
The EVA math says the turnaround company is no better than the growth company. Both companies
are giving their investors a cost of capital return on market value. The turnaround company has much
higher ∆EVA but it is completely offset by higher expected ∆EVA, so “excess ∆EVA”, i.e., ∆EVA – EI, is
zero for both companies. Why does the turnaround company have much higher EI? Because it’s
reducing FGV as it increases EVA. The loss of FGV – as the second component of the EVA math shows –
increases the need for current ∆EVA.9
WE (AND ISS) NEED TO TAKE ACCOUNT OF EXPECTATIONS BECAUSE BIG DIFFERENCES IN EXPECTED EVA
SPREAD AND EVA CHANGE ARE COMMON
Our two cases showed big differences in expected ∆EVA and we showed that ISS will come to the false
conclusion that the turnaround company has much better performance if it fails to take account of the
differences in expected ∆EVA. Historical data for S&P 1500 companies shows that big differences in
expectations of EVA level and EVA change are common, and hence, that incorrect conclusions will be
common at ISS if it fails to adjust for differences in expectations.
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Our examples don’t make any explicit assumption about sales growth. If we assume that the sales/capital ratio is
constant and the same for both companies, EVA Momentum (Sales) will show the same differential as EVA
Momentum (Capital).
9
ISS could find weights for EVA margin and EVA spread that give equal performance scores for these two
companies. But there are thousands of similar situations with different EVA levels and changes, requiring different
weights. Weighting the four EVA measures is not a practical substitute for taking account of the three components
of the excess return.
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Figure 3 shows the distribution of market/capital ratios for S&P 1500 companies over the years 19882018.10 At the 90th percentile, market enterprise value is 3.3x capital, while at the 10 th percentile market
enterprise value is 0.6x capital. If we make the simplifying assumptions that WACC is 10% and FGV is
zero, the company at the 90th percentile needs an EVA spread of 23% to give investors a cost of capital
return on market value, while the company at the 10 th percentile can give investors a cost of capital
return on market value with an EVA spread of -4%.11 ISS is using EVA spread to evaluate company and
management performance without taking account of valuation. It will conclude that an EVA spread of
+23% is far better performance than an EVA spread of -4% even though both may give investors a cost
of capital return on market value.
Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 4 shows the distribution of FGV/capital ratios for S&P 1500 companies over the years 1988-2018.
At the 90th percentile, FGV is 2.2x capital, while at the 10 th percentile FGV is -0.6x capital. If we make the
simplifying assumptions that WACC is 10% and expected ∆FGV is zero, the company at the 90 th
percentile needs annual ∆EVA of 2.0% of capital to give investors a cost of capital return on market
value, while the company at the 10th percentile can give investors a cost of capital return on market
value with annual ∆EVA of -0.55% of capital.12 ISS is using EVA momentum to evaluate company and
management performance without taking account of valuation. It will conclude that EVA Momentum of
2.0% of capital is far better performance than EVA Momentum of -0.55% even though both may give
investors a cost of capital return on market value.
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The EVA and capital calculations used in this paper are largely similar to the ISS calculations but not identical.
Both calculations capitalize R&D and advertising expense with amortization periods of 5 years for R&D and 3 years
for advertising (except for pharmaceuticals, where the amortization periods are 10 and 5 years). Both calculations
capitalize extraordinary items, discontinued operations and special items (i.e., the Compustat variables XIDO and
SPI) but I amortize these capitalized unusual items over 5 years while ISS accumulates them without amortization
beginning in 2004. Both calculations use service cost for pension expense and capitalize operating leases. ISS uses
industry average tax rates and industry unleveraged betas to calculate cost of equity, while I use individual
company tax provisions (adjusted for interest expense) and individual company betas adjusted for mean reversion.
11
A 10% return on 3.3x capital is 33% of capital, which implies a 23% EVA spread over the 10% cost of capital. A
10% return on 0.6x capital is 6% of capital, which implies a -4% EVA spread below the 10% cost of capital.
12
The required return on 90th percentile FGV is 0.22 x capital (= WACC x 2.2 x capital) and EI, assuming ∆FGV = 0, is
0.020 x capital (= 0.22 x capital / (1 + WACC)/WACC).
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It’s possible that ISS would consider these valuation differences mere “whims of investor perception” 13
and say that the performance of the higher valued companies is much better even though investors are
not earning a higher return from that performance. Such a view would be contrary to the basic
principles of modern corporate finance, i.e., that market value is DCF value and investors seek to
maximize excess returns on DCF value.
WE (AND ISS) NEED TO TAKE ACCOUNT OF ∆FGV BECAUSE IT CREATES BIG DIFFERENCES IN THE TOTAL
VALUE OF $1 OF ∆EVA
Our two cases also show big differences in the FGV change associated with EVA change. Each $1 of
capitalized ∆EVA at the profitable growth company was associated with an increase of $0.47 in FGV,
while each $1 of capitalized ∆EVA at the turnaround company was associated with a decrease of $0.70
in FGV. This means that $1 of capitalized ∆EVA at the profitable growth company has a total value of
$1.47, or almost 5 times its total value at the turnaround company, $0.30.
In these examples, the relationship between ∆FGV and ∆EVA is driven by our projection assumptions.
To assess the real world relationship between ∆FGV and ∆EVA, we use a regression model that relates
∆FGV/beginning capital to [∆EVA+/WACC]/beginning capital, [∆EVA-/WACC]/beginning capital and
beginning FGV/beginning capital.14 We use separate variables for ∆EVA+ and ∆EVA- because their
coefficients tend to be quite different, as we saw in our two case studies. We can use the regression
coefficients to calculate the total value of $1 of capitalized ∆EVA since it’s equal to 1 plus the regression
coefficient. Figure 5 shows the median total value of $1 of capitalized ∆EVA+ by industry group, while
Figure 6 shows the median total value of $1 of capitalized ∆EVA- by industry group. These figures
summarize 1,868 industry regressions.15
Figure 5

Figure 6

13

Stewart, Bennett, “The Link Between TSR and EVA”, ISS, April 4, 2019, p. 19.
EVA+ = EVA if EVA is positive and 0 if EVA is negative. EVA- = EVA if EVA is negative and 0 if EVA is positive.
15
We do a separate regression for each GICS industry and ending year, using 10 years of data up to and including
the ending year. There are 68 industries and 31 ending years (i.e., 1988-2018). Figures 5 and 6 show median
coefficient values by GICS industry group. The number of regressions is less than 2,108 (= 68 x 31) because some
industry classifications have been added over the years. These regressions, and all the other regressions presented
in this paper, use inflation adjusted measures of EVA, capital and market value. The inflation adjustments for
capital and depreciation expense take account of the estimated age of property, plant and equipment.
14
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The two figures show that there are wide differences across industries in the total value of $1 of
capitalized ∆EVA+ and capitalized ∆EVA-. The total value of $1 of capitalized ∆EVA+ ranges from $1.66
in software & services to $0.10 in utilities. The total value of $1 of capitalized ∆EVA- ranges from $0.74
in food & staples retailing to -$0.12 in pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and life sciences. Comparison of
the two figures also shows that the FGV impact of ∆EVA- tends to be much more negative than the FGV
impact of ∆EVA+, just as we found in our two case studies. It should be clear that comparing ∆EVA
across companies without adjusting for these differences leads to incorrect assessments of company
and management performance. While the varied FGV impact of ∆EVA in Figures 5 and 6 is industry
related, limiting ∆EVA comparisons to industry peers still leads to incorrect assessments when ∆EVA+ is
compared to ∆EVA- without adjustment for total value.
WE (AND ISS) NEED TO FIND BETTER MEASURES OF EXPECTED PROFIT FROM GROWTH TO ACCOUNT
FOR THE LARGE INCREASES IN FGV THAT AREN’T EXPLAINED BY ∆EVA
All but 2 of the 48 values in Figure 5 and 6 are less than $1.00. Since the total value of $1 of capitalized
∆EVA is $1 + ∆FGV, this implies that ∆EVA has a positive effect on ∆FGV in only 2 industry groups and
only for ∆EVA+ in those industry groups. This is very surprising since our first case study above shows
that capital growth leads directly to positive ∆FGV when the EVA ROIC is constant. This data suggests
that positive ∆FGV is rare, but that’s not the case. The median constant term in the industry regressions
is 0.19, which implies that, at the median, there is a ten year increase in FGV, unrelated to ∆EVA, of 19%
of beginning capital.
There are two pieces of evidence that suggest that some of the ∆FGV unrelated to ∆EVA is caused by the
“delayed productivity of capital”, that is, the fact that many investments, e.g., building out a distribution
system, take years to become fully productive.16 The first piece of evidence is that excess return
multiples on ∆capital charge are much lower, in absolute value, than multiples on ∆NOPAT when they
should be the same. When we relate excess returns to the components of ∆EVA (= ∆NOPAT – ∆capital
charge), we find, for the median industry, that the multiple on ∆NOPAT is three times greater, in
absolute magnitude, than the multiple on ∆capital charge. This is consistent with delayed productivity
of capital. The increase in the capital charge is a proxy for future increases in NOPAT, and hence, gets a
lower multiple.17 The second piece of evidence is a study David Young and I published in 2009. In that
study, we divided the five year capital charge change into five annual layers by year of origin and found
that the NOPAT return on incremental capital required to give investors a 10% return on market value
rose from -3.7% in year one to +8.7% in year 5. 18
A BETTER APPROACH: OPERATING EXCESS RETURN ON NORMALIZED VALUE

16

The delayed productivity of capital has accounting, as well as economic, causes. For example, straight line
depreciation (vs sinking fund deprecation) causes ROIC to rise over the life of the investment even when gross cash
flow is constant each year.
17
Consistent with this result, we find that ∆NOPAT explains more excess return variance than ∆EVA. For the
median industry, ∆NOPAT explains 42% of the variance in excess returns, while ∆EVA only explains 38%, as shown
in Figure 13. With the lower, empirical multiple on ∆capital charge, ∆NOPAT and ∆capital charge explain 48% of
the variance in excess returns.
18
O’Byrne, Stephen F. and S. David Young, “Why Capital Efficiency Measures Are Rarely Used in Incentive Plans
(and How to Change That)”, Journal of Applied Corporate Finance, Vol 21 No 2 (Spring 2009). This paper argues
that the “delayed productivity of capital” makes ∆EVA a poor proxy for ∆FGV.
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To achieve ISS’s basic goal – an operating measure of management performance that compliments TSR we need to take account of the second and third components of the excess return, i.e., expected ∆EVA
and ∆FGV, with a calculation that is insulated from “the whims of investor perceptions”, unlike TSR. We
can avoid “the whims of investor perceptions”, but we cannot avoid expectations. Any operating
performance assessment that is consistent with DCF valuation must take account of expectations. I’ll
show how we can use ten years of trailing market and operating data to estimate a “normal” beginning
FGV (and expectation of ∆EVA) and a “normal” change in FGV, given the changes in the company’s
profitability and expected capital growth. With well-grounded estimates of EI and ∆FGV, we can
calculate an operating excess return on normalized value.
Our calculation of operating excess return on normalized value uses three regression models to get
three critical components of the excess return: beginning normalized value, EI and the estimated change
in FGV over the performance period.
1. A model of FGV/capital to calculate a normalized beginning value. This model uses five variables to
explain FGV: EVA+/WACC, EVA-/WACC, ln(capital), expected capital growth/WACC and expected
growth profit/WACC, with all but ln(capital) standardized by capital. For the median industry, these
five variables explain 47% of the variation in FGV/capital over the preceding ten years. The
normalized beginning value calculated from this regression is equal to [capital + EVA/WACC +
predicted FGV].
2. A model of ∆FGV/capital to calculate EI at the start of the performance measurement period. This
model uses three variables to explain ∆FGV: ∆EVA+/WACC, ∆EVA-/WACC and beginning FGV, all
standardized by capital. For the median industry, these three variables explain 52% of the variation
in ∆FGV/capital.
3. A model of ∆FGV/capital to estimate the change in FGV over the performance measurement period.
This model uses six variables to explain ∆FGV: EVA+/WACC, EVA-/WACC, beginning FGV, capital
growth, change in expected growth profit due to ∆ROIC and change in expected growth profit due to
capital growth. For the median industry, these six variables explain 57% of the variation in
∆FGV/capital.
STEP 1: WE USE A MODEL OF FGV/CAPITAL TO CALCULATE BEGINNING NORMALIZED VALUE
Our FGV/capital models use up to five explanatory variables: EVA+/WACC, EVA-/WACC, ln(capital),
expected capital growth/WACC and expected profit from capital growth/WACC. Expected profit from
capital growth is ROIC x expected capital growth. ROIC is the EVA+ ROIC unless an alternative ROIC
measure does a better job explaining FGV/capital. We test two alternative ROIC measures: [operating
income before depreciation + R&D expense] ROIC and [operating income before depreciation + R&D +
advertising expense + stock compensation] ROIC.19 Expected capital growth is expected annual capital
growth in dollars based on the company’s trailing five year capital growth rate adjusted for mean
reversion.20 We don’t use expected capital growth or expected profit from capital growth when the
variable has a negative coefficient. We do a separate model for each GICS industry and year using data
for the prior ten years.

19
20

The Compustat variable is OIBDP. It’s similar to EBITDA but excludes non-operating income.
Our expected capital growth models are explained in sub-step 1 under STEP 3 below.
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Let’s look at the 2007 normalized value for Salesforce.com, which provides the starting point for the
calculation of its ten year operating return. We use Salesforce as an example because it’s a company
where the third component of the excess return – the unexpected change in FGV – is very large relative
to the first component – ∆EVA. At fiscal year end 2007, its capital is $876 million, its EVA is $59 million,
its expected capital growth is $121 million, its expected profit from capital growth is $56 million, and its
inflation adjusted cost of capital is 7.34%.21 Its expected profit from capital growth is based on its
[operating income before depreciation + R&D + ads + stock compensation] ROIC because that ROIC
provides a better fit in the software industry than EVA+ ROIC. Capital, EVA and expected profit from
capital growth are all inflation adjusted to the end of 2018. 22 Inflation adjusted cost of capital is its
nominal WACC, 9.12%, less expected inflation of 1.78%. Its nominal cost of equity is 9.50%. Our EVA
calculations for all ten years are based on Salesforce’s ending cost of capital.
Our FGV/capital model is based on companies in Salesforce’s GICS industry, Software (451030), using
data for 2007-2017. The formula for normalized FGV is -0.01 x capital – 0.15 x ln(capital) - 0.90 x
EVA+/WACC – 0.90 x EVA-/WACC + 5.25 x expected profit from capital growth/WACC. 23 This gives
Salesforce a normalized FGV of $2.356 billion and a normalized value of $4.029 billion, which is 57% less
than its actual market enterprise value of $9.281 billion.24
The objective of the FGV/capital models is a normalized valuation that reflects industry average
multiples of capital, EVA+/WACC, EVA-/WACC, ln(capital), expected capital growth/WACC and expected
growth profit/WACC, and thus, takes out company specific valuation multiples. Figure 7 shows the
variability taken out by normalized value, averaged by GICS industry group. We use the standard
deviation of FGV/capital ratios to measure variability and measure variability taken out as the
percentage decline in standard deviation when we shift from FGV/capital to predicted FGV/capital. The
median decline across all models is 37%.
Figure 7

Figure 8

21

Expected profit from capital growth = beginning capital x expected capital growth rate x ROIC = $876 x 13.8% x
46.0% = $56 million. The ROIC measure that does the best job explaining ∆FGV for software companies is
[operating income before depreciation + R&D + ads + stock compensation] ROIC.
22
Working capital is assumed to be currently acquired assets and is inflation adjusted from fiscal year to calendar
year end 2018. Non-working capital is assumed to be acquired prior to the current year. The assumed acquisition
date of non-working capital is equal to the current year minus the average age of property, plant and equipment.
23
When the coefficient on EVA+/WACC or EVA-/WACC is more negative than -0.9, we truncate the coefficient at 0.9, so the model implies that an incremental dollar of EVA has some positive value, albeit, a small value. For the
software model, the original coefficients were -0.93 for EVA+/WACC and -1.15 for EVA-/WACC. When we truncate
coefficients, we adjust the model’s constant term so that the mean predicted value remains unchanged.
24
The normalized value of $4.029 billion = capital + EVA/WACC + estimated FGV = $0.876 billion + $0.798 billion +
$2.356 billion.
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Salesforce’s estimated FGV is 58% of its normalized value. This FGV percentage is above the long-term
median for Salesforce’s industry group, Software & Services, 48%, shown in Figure 8. Figure 8 shows
that normalized valuations rarely eliminate FGV, and hence, don’t eliminate the need to determine EI.
The second component of the EVA math tells us that a company with positive FGV needs ∆EVA to give
investors a cost of capital return on market value and the required ∆EVA (or EI) depends on the
expected ∆FGV, i.e., EI = (WACC x FGV – expected ∆FGV)/[(1 + WACC)/WACC]. Over a ten year horizon,
the second component formula is FV (future value) of EI = [((1 + WACC)^10 – 1) x FGV – expected
∆FGV]/[(1 + WACC)/WACC].25 For Salesforce, the 10 year required return on its beginning FGV is $2.4
billion.26 To estimate EI, we first need to develop a model of ∆FGV.
STEP 2: WE USE A MODEL OF ∆FGV/CAPITAL TO CALCULATE EI
To calibrate EI using the second component of the EVA math, we develop a regression model of
∆FGV/capital as a function of ∆EVA+/WACC, ∆EVA-/WACC and beginning FGV 27. We use ∆EVA+/WACC
and ∆EVA-/WACC as separate variables because they typically have very different multiples. We don’t
use anticipated changes in expected capital growth or expected profit from capital growth as
explanatory variables because these variables are difficult to forecast, but we do take the actual changes
in expected capital growth and expected profit from capital growth into account in estimating the
unexpected ∆FGV at the end of the measurement period.
Our ∆FGV/capital model is based on companies in Salesforce’s GICS industry, software, using FGV
changes within the years 2007-2017. The formula for ten year ∆FGV is 1.156 x beginning capital + 2.988
x beginning FGV + 1.651 x ∆EVA+/WACC – 0.900 x ∆EVA-/WACC. The model is based on 2,378
observations and explains 30% of the variation in ∆FGV/capital.28 The median r-squared across 1,864
25

The n year future value of EI is annual EI carried forward at the cost of capital, e.g., EI 1 x (1 + WACC)^(n-1) + EI2 x
(1 + WACC)^(n-2) + … + EIn.
26
Normalized value FGV of $2.356 billion x [(1 + 7.34%)^10 – 1] = $2.427 billion.
27
All the independent variables, like the dependent variable, are standardized by beginning capital. The
dependent variable is ∆FGV/beginning capital, using all ∆FGV observations falling within the ten year history
period, e.g., 1 year ∆FGV, 2 year ∆FGV, 3 year ∆FGV, etc. We interact the three basic independent variables with
time to capture time trends; for example, we use ∆EVA+/WACC and ∆EVA+/WACC x years as explanatory variables.
The coefficients reported in the text are the values for years = 10.
28
The model uses all FGV changes falling within 2007-2017, i.e., 1 year changes, 2 year changes, 3 year changes,
etc. To capture the impact of duration, all variables are interacted with duration. For example, we use both
∆EVA+/WACC and ∆EVA+/WACC x duration as independent variables.
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industry models for the years 1998-2018 is 52%. We need to use the ∆FGV formula to solve for EI and
expected ∆FGV. If ∆EVA had no effect on FGV, the one year value multiple on EI would be (1 +
WACC)/WACC and the ten year future value multiple on each dollar of annual EI would be 205.343. 29
But each dollar of capitalized ∆EVA+ increases FGV by 1.651 and each dollar of capitalized ∆EVAreduces FGV by -0.900. This increases the multiple on each dollar of annual ∆EVA+ to 430.263 (=
205.343 + (10/.0734) x 1.651) and reduces the multiple on each dollar of annual ∆EVA- to 82.709 (=
205.343 - (10/.0734) x -.900). Dividing the required return on FGV, $2.427 billion, by the ∆EVA+ multiple
gives an EI of $5.641 million.30 This EI calibration reflects expected ∆FGV of $1.269 billion.31
In calculating EI, we ignore the coefficients on beginning capital and beginning FGV. The 1.156
coefficient on beginning capital could be interpreted to mean that there is an expected increase in FGV
equal to 115.6% of beginning capital, but a more conservative, and, to my mind, wiser, interpretation is
that there are large positive changes in FGV that aren’t explained by ∆EVA or beginning FGV, and that
lead, because they are unexplained by the known independent variables, to a large capital multiple even
though larger capital size doesn’t cause larger ∆FGV change. There is large capital multiple because the
regression math makes the average predicted ∆FGV/capital value equal to the average actual
∆FGV/capital value and this translates to a large capital multiple because unexplained ∆FGV is large and
positive and the dependent variable is a multiple of capital. We ignore the coefficient on beginning FGV
because the “fade” in beginning FGV is positive in about 35% of our industry regressions32, and hence,
the impact of beginning FGV on ∆FGV is more like a capricious valuation change than a predictable fade
that management should be held accountable for.
STEP 3: WE USE A MORE COMPREHENSIVE MODEL OF ∆FGV/CAPITAL TO CALCULATE EXCESS RETURN
“Excess ∆EVA”, i.e., ∆EVA – EI, has been widely used in incentive plans, but doesn’t provide a complete
measure of performance because it doesn’t take account of how operating performance over the
incentive period affects reasonable expectations of future ∆EVA, that is, ∆FGV. We use a second, more
comprehensive, model of ∆FGV to estimate the change in FGV associated with a company’s operating
performance over the measurement period.
We saw in our profitable growth case study that ∆FGV can be expressed as a multiple of current ∆EVA
when the EVA spread, the capital growth rate and the cost of capital are all constant. In these cases,
∆FGV = multiple x ∆EVA = multiple x [ROIC – WACC] x g x beginning capital = multiple x EVA ROIC x
expected dollar capital growth. In our case study, FGV is increasing because expected dollar capital
growth is increasing and EVA ROIC is constant. In practice, ∆EVA is a poor proxy for ∆FGV for several
reasons: EVA ROIC is changing over time, current EVA ROIC is lower than expected future EVA ROIC (this

29

205.343 = (1 + WACC)/WACC x FV multiple = 14.626 x 14.040. The FV (future value) multiple is the year ten
future value of $1 per year for 10 years.
30
For simplicity of presentation, we assume a constant annual EI. In practice, a company with an EVA bonus plan
based on ∆EVA – EI would calculate EI assuming an annual growth factor but the 10 year future value of EI would
remain the same. Since our excess return calculations just use the 10 year future value of EI, the use of a constant
(vs growing EI) has no impact on the excess return calculations in this paper.
31
EI of $5.641 million x [10 years / WACC] x 1.651 = $1.269 billion.
32
In a sample of 1,851 industry regressions. There is one regression for each GICS industry and each ending year in
1988-2018 with each regression using 10 years of data up to and including the ending year.
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is the case when capital has delayed productivity) and actual dollar capital growth is a poor proxy for
expected dollar capital growth.
We use six sub-steps to calculate our estimate of ∆FGV for the measurement period:
1. We develop, for each industry, a model of expected capital growth. The model is a regression that
uses the prior 5 year capital growth rate to predict the current 5 year capital growth. 33 For the
median industry, the prior 5 year capital growth rate explains only 2% of the variation in the current
5 year capital. For Salesforce’s industry, software, the r-squared is less than 1% and the predicted
five year capital growth rate is 62.1% x (1 + prior capital growth rate)^.017. This gives Salesforce an
expected annualized capital growth rate of only 13.8%, far below its trailing five year capital growth
rate of 887%.34 In this case, as in most others, the expected capital growth is essentially industry
average capital growth with a modest adjustment for the company’s historical capital growth rate.
We use the model of expected capital growth to calculate expected dollar capital growth.
2. We test the explanatory power of three measures of expected profit from capital growth, each using
a different measure of ROIC. The first measure of expected profit from capital growth is EVA+ ROIC
x expected dollar capital growth. The second is [operating income before depreciation + R&D] ROIC
x expected dollar capital growth. The third is [operating income before depreciation + R&D +
advertising expense + stock compensation] ROIC x expected dollar capital growth. The second ROIC
measure takes out two expenses, capital charge and depreciation, that are closely associated with
capital growth and one expense, R&D, that has delayed productivity, and hence, hopes to reduce
downward bias in ROIC from the delayed productivity of capital. The third ROIC measures takes out
two additional expenses, advertising and stock compensation, that tend to have delayed
productivity. All ROIC values are truncated at zero. We use the change in each measure of expected
profit from capital growth to predict ∆FGV. For software companies, the third ROIC measure,
[operating income before depreciation + R&D + advertising expense + stock compensation]/capital,
provides the expected profit from capital growth measure with the greatest explanatory power.
3. We capture the impact of the two components of change in expected profit from capital growth,
i.e., the change due to capital growth and the change due to ∆ROIC. ∆expected profit from capital
growth = [ending ROIC x ending expected dollar capital growth – beginning ROIC x beginning
expected dollar capital growth] = [ending ROIC x ∆expected dollar capital growth] + [∆ROIC x
beginning expected dollar capital growth]. In our regression models of ∆FGV, each component of
expected profit from capital growth is divided by WACC so we can compare multiples across
industry models without having to adjust for cost of capital differences. In general, the capital
growth component has a much higher impact on ∆FGV than the ∆ROIC component. For software
companies, the multiple on the capital growth component, 6.419, is 3.3x greater than the multiple
on the ∆ROIC component.
4. We test the explanatory power of change in expected capital growth as a proxy for ∆FGV. We can
think of the ∆FGV multiple on expected capital growth as the product of industry average ROIC and
an adjusted multiple. Thus, the use of expected capital growth as a proxy for ∆FGV tests the
hypothesis that industry average ROIC is a better proxy for future profitability than individual
company ROIC measures. For software companies, expected capital growth provides no additional
explanatory power.
33
34

The regression is ln(1 + 5 year capital growth rate) = constant + slope x ln(1 + prior 5 year capital growth rate).
Salesforce inflation adjusted capital increased from $19 million in 2002 to $876 million in 2007.
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5. We use ∆EVA+/WACC, ∆EVA-/WACC and beginning FGV as additional explanatory variables in our
∆FGV models. Negative coefficients on ∆EVA+/WACC capture “fade”, positive coefficients on
∆EVA+/WACC capture increases in FGV that aren’t closely tied to expected capital growth and
negative coefficients on ∆EVA-/WACC capture realization of turnaround expectations.
6. We drop variables or adjust coefficients when models show coefficients that are inconsistent with
DCF value. We don’t use models where the coefficient on the capital growth component of
expected profit from capital growth is negative. When the coefficient on ∆EVA+/WACC or ∆EVA/WACC is more negative than -0.9, we increase the coefficient to -0.9.
Figure 9 shows the ROIC measures that best explain ∆FGV in our industry models. 35 In 59% of the
models, we get a better proxy for ∆FGV by measuring ROIC before some of the expenses included in EVA
or by using capital growth, without adjustment for individual company ROIC, as a proxy for expected
profit from capital growth.36 The EVA+ return on capital – the perfect measure in a world of constant
EVA returns – is the sole best measure in only 13% of the industry models.37 Figure 10 shows that the
prevalence of EVA+ ROIC as the best ROIC measure has been consistently low for the last 30 years. In
27% of the models, the best ROIC measure is “No Value from Growth” – these are cases where the
multiple on the capital component of expected profit from growth is negative in the other four models.
Figure 9

Figure 10

OPERATING EXCESS RETURN ON NORMALIZED VALUE FOR SALESFORCE
Before we calculate the third component of Salesforce’s operating excess return on normalized value,
let’s take a look at the first two components. Salesforce’s EVA increased from $59 million in 2007 to
$249 million in 2017, an EVA improvement of $190 million. The future value of its annual ∆EVA is $253
million and the capitalized future value is $3.698 billion. This is the first component of Salesforce’s
excess return but we have to offset against this the second component, the capitalized future value of
its EI, $5.641 million per year. The future value of its annual EI is $79 million and the capitalized future
35

The graph is based on 1,883 industry models. We have a separate model for each GICS industry and year, based
on all FGV changes in the ten year period ending in the year. There are currently 69 GICS industries and the range
of ending years for the models is 1988-2018.
36
59% is the sum of industry average ROIC only (9%), OIBDP + R&D ROIC only (12%), OIBDP + R&D + Ads + Stk ROIC
(18%) and company & industry ROIC (20%).
37
EVA+ ROIC and capital growth is the best measure in half of the “Company and Industry ROIC” models in Figure
9, so we make some use of EVA+ ROIC in 24% of the industry models.
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value is $1,158 million. This leaves Salesforce with a positive excess return of $2.540 billion before we
consider the contribution of unexpected ∆FGV. Our calculation of EI implied ∆FGV of $1.269 billion. The
unexpected ∆FGV that contributes to Salesforce’s excess return is $47.502 billion, the difference
between Salesforce’s estimated ∆FGV over the ten year measurement period, $48.771 billion, and its
expected ∆FGV of $1.269 billion.
Let’s now take a look at our estimate of ten year ∆FGV for Salesforce, $48.771 billion. We don’t take
account of the beginning capital or beginning FGV terms in the ∆FGV model – we consider these
valuation effects unrelated to management performance over the measurement period. Thus, our
estimate of ∆FGV for Salesforce is really an estimate of ∆FGV due to management and depends on three
things: (1) the change in EVA, (2) the change in expected profit from capital growth due to ∆ROIC and (3)
the change in expected profit from capital growth due to capital growth. Our equation for ∆FGV is 0.005 x ∆EVA+/WACC – 0.293 x ∆EVA-/WACC + 1.964 x ∆expected profit from capital growth [due to
∆ROIC] + 6.419 x ∆expected profit from capital growth [due to ∆capital]. Salesforce’s ten year ∆EVA is
$190 million and its ten year ∆expected profit form capital is $538 million, which splits into two pieces: -$28 million due to ∆ROIC and $566 million due to capital growth. This gives estimated ∆FGV of $48.771
billion.38
Salesforce’s ∆expected profit from capital growth, $538 million, is its 2017 expected profit from capital
growth, $594 million, minus its 2007 expected profit from capital growth, $56 million. Its 2017 expected
profit from capital growth of $594 million is the product of its [operating income + depreciation + R&D +
advertising expense + stock compensation] ROIC, 22.8%, and its expected dollar capital growth of $2.608
billion. Its expected dollar capital growth is the product of its inflation adjusted capital of $19.971 billion
and its expected capital growth rate of 13.1%. Salesforce’s ∆expected profit from capital growth has an
∆ROIC component of -$28 million and a capital growth component of $566 million. The ∆ROIC
component is negative, -$28 million, because Salesforce’s ROIC dropped from 46.0% in 2007 to 22.8% in
2017, reducing the expected growth profit from 2007 expected capital growth of $121 million, from $56
million to $28 million. The capital growth component, which is equal to ending ROIC x ∆expected dollar
capital growth is $566 million.
When we combine the three components of Salesforce’s excess return, $3.698 billion from ∆EVA, $1.158 billion from EI, and $47.502 billion from unexpected ∆FGV (= $48.771 billion ∆FGV - $1.269
expected ∆FGV), we get a total excess return of $50.042 billion. The ISS analysis picks up one
component of the operating excess return, but that represents only 7% of the total operating excess
return. Figure 11 summarizes our analysis of Salesforce.

38

$48,771 = -0.005 x (190/.0734) + 1.964 x (-28/.0734) + 6.419 x (566/.0734).
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Figure 11

SUMMARY OF SALESFORCE OPERATING EXCESS RETURN CALCULATION

2007
Capital
EVA
Cost of capital
Capitalized EVA
Expected EVA Improvement
Expected ∆FGV
Normalized FGV
Required ten year return on FGV

Normalized value
FV of free cash flow
Normalized investor wealth

2017

876

Contribution Percent
to Excess of Excess
Return
Return

Used by
ISS?

19,971

59
7.34%

249
7.34%
798

3,390
6
1,269

2,356

51,127

3,698
(1,158)
(1,269)
48,771

7%
-2%
-3%
97%

Yes
No
No
No

2,427

4,029

74,488
(16,266)
58,222

Expected normalized value (year 10)
Excess return

(8,180)
50,042

Percent excess return

50,042

612%

THREE REASONS WHY WE (AND ISS) SHOULD USE OPERATING EXCESS RETURN
There are three reasons why we (and ISS) should extend EVA analysis to incorporate operating excess
return. It will limit mistaken judgments of company performance, it will further the goal of reconciling
market returns to operating performance and it will encourage R&D in performance measurement.
To show the impact of ignoring two of the three components of the excess return on classification of
companies as poor performers, we developed a ranking using ISS’s two measures, EVA level and EVA
improvement, and compared that to a ranking using the three components of the excess return. 39
Looking across all history years (i.e., 1988-2018), we find that 42% of the companies classified as bottom
decile by the ISS ranking are not bottom decile using the 3 factor ranking. This shows that ignoring two
of the three components of the excess return will lead to many mistaken judgments about company
performance.
Another way to measure the cost of ignoring two of the three components of the operating excess
return is to compare the ability of the ISS measures, EVA level and EVA change, and operating excess
return to explain market excess returns. Figure 12 shows that EVA level and EVA change, standardized
by beginning capital, explain 37% of the variation in market excess returns, standardized by expected
39

The weighting of the measures in each ranking were derived from a regression using the measures to predict
market excess returns.
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investor wealth. Operating excess return, as calculated above, i.e., using the model of change in future
growth value, and standardized by expected normalized value, explains 46% of the variation in market
excess returns. A simpler calculation of operating excess return, using the FGV/capital model to value
the company at the end of the measurement period and calculating the excess return from ending value
and free cash flow, explains 40%. The fourth column in Figure 12 shows that standardizing the predicted
excess return by expected normalized value, instead of expected investor wealth, significantly reduces
one’s ability to predict market excess returns. This column shows that an operating model that perfectly
predicted dollar market excess return would explain only 74% of the variation in market excess returns
due to the differences in the standardization variables.40 This says, in effect, that 74% is the maximum rsquared for our operating excess return, and hence, that our 46% r-squared is actually 62% of the
maximum possible r-squared.
To show the impact of ignoring two of the three components of the excess return on reconciling market
returns to operating performance, we compared the ability of the ISS measures and the three
components of operating excess return to explain market excess returns. Figure 13 shows that the ISS
measures explain 37% of the variation in excess returns, while the three components of the operating
excess return explain 65%.41 In this chart, the ISS measures are standardized by capital because ISS
argues that capital and sales are the appropriate standardization variables, while the other measures,
except for percent EBITDA growth, are standardized by expected investor wealth. Comparison of the
explanatory power of “Percent EBITDA” (19%) and “Delta EBITDA” (45%) highlights the importance of
the standardization measure. Both measures have the same denominator, i.e., the ten year dollar
change in EBITDA, but “Percent EBITDA” standardizes by beginning EBITDA while “Delta EBITDA”
standardizes by expected investor wealth.42
Figure 12

Figure 13

The third reason for incorporating all three components of the excess return is that it will lead to
research to improve performance measurement. Figure 13 shows that historical operating performance
explains 65% of the variation in ten year excess returns for the median GICS industry group. Given that
40

The explanatory variable is market excess return in dollars/expected year 10 normalized value. This explains
only 74% of the variation in market excess return in dollars/expected year investor wealth.
41
The r-squared for Delta EVA, Beg. EVA [ISS] is less than the r-squared for Delta EVA because the ISS measures are
standardized by capital while Delta EVA is standardized by expected investor wealth.
42
When beginning EBITDA is negative, we standardize by its absolute value, following ISS’s practice. See “The Link
Between EVA and TSR”, ISS Analytics, April 4, 2019, p.12.
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the EVA math tells us that ∆EVA, EI and ∆FGV explain 100% of the variation in the excess return, this
implies that the residual ∆FGV we can’t tie to historical operating performance explains the remaining
35%. Perfect operating performance measurement would reduce the residual ∆FGV to zero.
All of our models of ∆FGV start with operating income before depreciation. In other words, all of our
models start with customers who provide sufficient revenue to cover all of their direct costs except
depreciation. One important avenue to improve our models of FGV is to identify and value profitable
customers before they provide sufficient revenue to be EBITDA positive. A good example of this
approach is provided by Daniel McCarthy and his co-authors in a paper “Valuing Subscription-based
Businesses Using Publicly Disclosed Customer Data”.43
The work of accounting professors Baruch Lev and Feng Gu in their book “The End of Accounting and
The Path Forward for Investors and Managers” provides additional examples of identifying value
enhancing events prior to any contribution to EBITDA.44 Their examples include product pipeline data
(such as drug development stage and estimated market size) for pharmaceutical companies, oil and gas
reserves, brand value and patents.
CONCLUSION
EVA has a long history of intermittent use in corporate performance measurement. It was widely used
as the funding formula for corporate incentive plans in the first half of the 20 th century, it enjoyed
considerable popularity in the 1990s under the leadership of the consulting firm Stern Stewart & Co and
it has recently been embraced by the proxy advisor ISS. In all of these periods of popularity, the focus
has been on current EVA (or ∆EVA) as a comprehensive measure of performance, ignoring the critical
insight of the EVA math that investors’ dollar excess return has two components in addition to the
capitalized future value of ∆EVA: the capitalized future value of expected ∆EVA and, most importantly,
the unexpected change in future growth value (FGV).
In this paper, I have shown that we can’t accurately assess current EVA performance without estimating
the change in FGV. In a simple world of constant EVA spread and constant capital growth rates, ∆EVA
provides a perfect estimate of ∆FGV, but, in the real world, ∆EVA is a very poor proxy for ∆FGV. In and
out of turnaround situations, ∆EVA and ∆FGV move in opposite directions. For growing companies, the
delayed productivity of capital often makes ∆EVA a poor proxy for ∆FGV. Better estimates of ∆FGV
come from using expected, not actual, capital growth and measures of profitability, such as [EBITDA +
R&D] ROIC, that are calculated before delayed productivity expenses such as capital charge,
depreciation and R&D.
In this paper, I have shown that operating performance measurement can be greatly improved by using
regression models to estimate the ∆FGV associated with change in expected profit from capital growth
as well as the FGV fade associated with ∆EVA- and ∆EVA+. As we saw in Figure 13, operating excess
return, using a model of ∆FGV, explains 65% of the variance in market excess returns for the median
industry vs. only 38% for ∆EVA.

43

McCarthy, Daniel M., Peter S. Fader and Bruce G.S. Hardie, “Valuing Subscription-based Businesses Using
Publicly Disclosed Customer Data” (December 8, 2015), available at ssrn.com/abstract=2701093.
44
Lev, Baruch and Feng Gu (2016), “The End of Accounting and The Path Forward for Investors and Managers”,
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., Hoboken, NJ.
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The ISS embrace of EVA is unlikely to increase shareholder value if it encourages companies to boost
current EVA at the expense of future growth value. And it’s likely to do that until ISS embraces the EVA
math and makes an effort to measure operating excess return, not just EVA and ∆EVA.
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